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SAINT VINCENT DE PAUL, APOSTLE OF CHARITY 

FR AMBROSE RYAN OFM 

 

Saint Vincent de Paul belongs to Paris of the 17th century, 1581-1660. He is 
acclaimed as the most compassionate of the saints because of his exceptional help to 
the outcasts and the poor of France, and has received the perfect Christian title, 
"Apostle of Charity". 

To recapture the fascinating image Saint Vincent evoked in the society of his time, 
we need only think of the wonderfully compassionate Blessed Teresa of Calcutta of 
recent memory. Extraordinary as she is to us, so was he to French society in the last 
thirty years of his life. 

This pamphlet will only relate the salient points of Saint Vincent's own life. It will 
not go into any detail about the 'Vincentians', or the Daughters of Charity which he 
founded. An appendix is added about the St. Vincent de Paul Society that was 
founded by Frederick Ozanam in 1833, and that carries the Saint's renown to our 
modern world. 

His Life Story: An Unlikely Start 

Vincent de Paul was born at Pouy near Dax, a town in the French Province of 
Gascony on April 24th, 1581. (This village was renamed St-Vincent-de-Paul in 1828). He 
was the third of six children born to Jean de Paul and his wife who were both of peasant 
stock. Like his three brothers and two sisters, Vincent grew up helping in the farmyard 
and was used to the care of farm animals. He was always good with a horse.  

Little is recorded of his parents except that his vocation to the priesthood was 
largely his father's; there seems to be no doubt about this. Jean de Paul had seen a 
neighbour's family come up in the world because of a son who became a priest, and then 
a parish priest with a good living, and Jean knew that his son Vincent was gifted 
mentally, so why not encourage him to do the same? Vincent himself admitted that his 
father's wish recommended itself to him. 

In fact, in later life, Vincent was humble enough to admit that the rise in the social 
scale that came with his study for the priesthood at Toulouse University was very 
congenial to his nature. There were even occasions, he admitted, when he avoided his 
shabbily dressed father on his visits to see him. My "great sin" of snobbishness was how 
Vincent spoke of it, and well he might. 
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Then at only nineteen years of age he came to priesthood, the goal of his father's and 
of his own ambition. He was, of course, much too young for the office. "If I had known, 
when I had the rashness to present myself for ordination, as I know since, what it means 
to be a priest, I would far rather have spent my life tilling the soil than undertake the 
formidable obligations of the priestly state . . ." wrote Vincent de Paul when about 
thirty-five years of age.(Cf. M. Purcell: The World of Monsieur Vincent, p. 35). 

That he, and others, could come to priesthood so young was possible in France and 
in some other places where the Council of Trent's prohibition was not yet enforced. 
(This General Council of the Church, which was concluded in 1563, required 24 years as 
the minimum age needed for priestly ordination.) 

Vincent, it should be told, did go on with further study at Toulouse University, and in 
the ordinary meaning of the word he was a good young priest. Yet as he concedes 
himself, he had his eye skinned for a lucrative clerical appointment when he became 
bachelor of theology at twenty-three years of age. 

Fruitless efforts 

First, he had a chance of a position at Bordeaux. He bought suitable clothing on 
time payment, got himself into debt and missed the job! Then, with a touch of the 
generosity that came to the fore later, he stepped back to allow a fellow cleric to take a 
position that he might have had in his own diocese at Tihl. Next we hear of him 
pursuing a man from Toulouse to Marseilles to wrest 300 crowns from him: this was 
money left in a widow's will and which the other had unjustly grabbed. Vincent had 
the culprit imprisoned and got back his inheritance. 

And at this juncture comes the strange story of his capture at sea by Barbary 
Pirates off the coast of Marseilles, and of his two years of slavery in North Africa. It is a 
highly interesting story but is omitted here since recent historians have become 
sceptical of it. Somehow or other in the year 1607, he being a man of 27 years, Vincent 
came to Rome and stayed there for a year. Then he returned to France in 1608 and 
went directly to Paris. Why? The detail is not known for sure, and it is surmised that he 
was still moving around with an eye out for a good appointment! 

A New Beginning 

Now, at the age of twenty-eight or so, a wonderfully beneficial influence 
entered the life of Vincent: Gascon, peasant, bachelor in theology and ambitious 
cleric. He met and submitted to the spiritual guidance of Pierre de Berulle, a cleric of the 
aristocracy, one destined to be known as the leader of spiritual reform in the French 
Church of his time. 
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At this date, 1609-10, Vincent was a man of medium height, strong in body, with a 
large head and long chin. He wore a cropped beard and a thin moustache. It was his 
eyes, they said, that made you look at him twice, for these were "dark, deep-set, 
twinkling with mischief, irony and humour". 

Pierre de Berulle, his new friend, would eventually bring him to close friendship with 
the leading figures in the reform of the Church, viz. St. Francis de Sales, M. Condren, 
Adrian Bourdoise, Madame Acarie, and some others. But for the moment, and for 
several years to come, Vincent was rather the novice accepting instruction and advice 
from de Berulle and his small group of clerical associates. They, of course, could see the 
great possibility of the new arrival. 

Vincent's first employment in Paris was as an almoner to ex-Queen Marguerite 
(rejected by King Henry IV). This brought him to the Charity Hospital of the Brothers of 
St. John of God to distribute the Queen's alms, and there he could observe the sick, 
poor and the afflicted. And now, at last, in the year 1610 the "fat benefice" 
(well-salaried clerical appointment) that he had been seeking since ordination came 
his way. He was granted the Cistercian Abbey of St. Leonard de Chaumes. north of 
Bordeaux, with an annual revenue of 1200 livres (French pounds), a large sum of 
money in those days. But there was an obstacle to surmount for a Huguenot official 
had cornered the revenue during Reformation disputes. Vincent, not to be denied, 
took this man to court and obtained his benefice. The Gascon peasant, with an eye to 
the main chance, was still quite alive in our man. 

Now Comes a Change 

Step by step, it appears, under the influence of de Berulle and a few others, 
Vincent was sorting out the motivation of his life and shifting its emphasis. By nature, as 
his biographers are at pains to point out, he was an unusually slow-moving man; very 
slow, yes, but, as the results were to show, utterly sure. This vital change in his life 
developed over several years. 

One particular incident was of decisive importance. It was this: in the ex-Queen 
Marguerite's employ, along with Vincent and a few others, there was a well-educated 
priest who could "no longer preach or teach catechism because of the distress of his 
mind and the despair of his soul". (Cf. M. Purcell, The World of Monsieur Vincent, p. 59). 
When the poor man's thoughts turned to suicide, Vincent intervened and begged God to 
allow him to suffer for this afflicted priest. And God heard his prayer. The afflicted man 
regained his peace of soul but Vincent had to suffer a veritable "dark night of the soul" 
for four years. It was at the end of this horrible trial that he knelt before God and 
promised to devote his whole life to the poor: he was then about thirty-three years; 
and the Almighty listened and gave him back his peace of soul.  
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One biographer says: "This offering was wrung from him at enormous cost, for by 
nature he had no particular devotion to the poor but rather the opposite". (M. V. 
Woodgate, St. Vincent de Paul, p. 9-10). Not too long afterwards, he also renounced his 
title to the revenue from the Cistercian Abbey. 

A profoundly altered Vincent was emerging: a man led by the Spirit of God and 
no longer by worldly impulses. 

de Berulle Misleads? 

In 1612 Vincent was given charge of the parish of Clichy, a suburb of Paris, and he 
enjoyed the work intensely. His friend de Berulle then induced him to accept the task 
of chaplain-tutor to the two sons of General Philippe-Emmanuel de Gondi and his wife 
Marguerite. This new task entailed living with the de Gondi family even though he 
retained Clichy parish and administered it through curates. A room in a de Gondi castle 
now became his residence, and his main work was the teaching of two small boys, both 
destined for the highest appointments in Church and State. The de Gondis were of 
the highest nobility; they had several castles in different French Provinces; 8,000 
peasants worked on their estates! It was as supervisor of the French Galley fleet of 25 
vessels that Monsieur de Gondi received his title of "General". 

Maybe de Berulle's aim, in this appointment, was to involve Vincent closely with 
himself and other prominent churchmen in their bid to influence the key noblemen and 
noblewomen of Paris and the Kingdom. Vincent, of course, would have understood 
this. But at the day to day level, a priest chaplain had no status in a nobleman's castle; 
he was but a hired servant and the great restriction placed on his liberty chafed our 
man very much. Once he "escaped" to the charge of a neglected parish near Lyons, a 
good long way from Paris, but General de Gondi and his wife used every ounce of their 
influence to win him back, and they succeeded. Vincent was to live on their estates for 
twelve years; twelve of the best years of his life from thirty three to forty five; and 
providential events were to happen that would spell out the pattern of his life.  

de Berulle's "misleading", as it seemed and as it at first appeared to our Saint, 
was to prove to be the instrument chosen by Divine Providence. For in a spiritual 
conference given years later, Vincent unwittingly described his situation with the de 
Gondis in these words: "To leave everything without the hope of possessing anything; 
without knowing what is going to happen to you, without any other assurance than 
confidence in God — is not that the life of Jesus Christ? Is there anything greater, 
anything more noble?" (Woodgate, p. 11) 
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Two Providential Events 

In January 1618 Father Vincent was staying with Madame de Gondi and her 
retinue at her castle near Amiens when the first incident occurred that was to shape his 
future life. It was this: a man in one of the "de Gondis" villages was dying. He was 
known to all as a man of virtue. He called for Father Vincent to prepare him to die 
and to the priest he made a general confession of his life. Next day, Madame de Gondi 
and Father Vincent called together on the sick man. Openly he said to her: "Madame, I 
should have been damned if I had not made that general confession because of some 
great sins I committed and which I had never dared to confess before." So 
moved was Madame de Gondi at the dying man's words, and such a vision of the 
wretched spiritual state of the French peasantry did it convey to her, that she prevailed 
on Vincent to preach to all the tenants of this village of Folleville on the value of a 
"General Confession". And this he did in their village church. "God blessed my sermon" 
(relates Vincent) and all these good people were so touched by His grace that they came 
to make general confessions. I continued the instructions and helped them to prepare, 
but the crowds were so great that even with the assistance of another priest we could 
not manage and Madame sent for the Jesuit Fathers in Amiens to come and help us". 
(Purcell, p. 74). So here at Folleville was found the inspiration that led to the 
Congregation of the Missions, especially created to help the poor in country areas.  

The second incident happened when Father Vincent "escaped" the de Gondis 
and worked in Chatillon, near Lyons, for a few months. It came in the month of 
September 1618; the event at Folleville had come in the January. Vincent was vesting 
for a Sunday Mass when a person came to the sacristy to tell him of a family of several 
persons about three miles away, but each so ill that none could help the other in the 
smallest way. "They were in such dire straits as cannot be expressed", recalled Vincent. 
"I was moved to the depths of my heart and did not fail to speak feelingly of them 
during the sermon. And God, touching the hearts of those who were listening, caused 
them all to be moved with compassion also for the poor afflicted people". (Conferences 
of St Vincent de Paul, Vol. 1, p. 184). 

The upshot? Later that Sunday Vincent set out to visit the house of the sick, and as 
he went down the country road he encountered a procession of Chatillon people 
bringing foodstuffs and gifts. The house was soon overflowing with food! So much 
goodwill is about, thought Vincent; all that is needed is to tap it and organise it. So 
within days he had a meeting with seven better-to-do ladies, who agreed to form a 
group and follow a few simple rules in attending cases of distress. So were begun the 
Confraternities of Charity which were to spread far and wide. And a little later, as we 
shall see, the religious Congregation of the Daughters of Charity would stem from this 
beginning. 
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Constructive Steps 

The years 1618-25 would seem to be very constructive in the Saint's life. All this time 
he lived in a de Gondi castle, whether in Paris or in the country but he had a fair 
freedom of action. No longer was he tied to the education of the two boys. He did have 
the spiritual direction of Madame de Gondi herself, and this was a daunting task as she 
was very scrupulous. Vincent, with God's grace, was so successful with her that you 
might see her on her knees to beg a servant's forgiveness, or making her rounds of the 
sick, or rising from the completion of a lengthy period of meditation: a quality of holiness 
came into her life. In return she was to repay him with the greatest favours of his life, his 
first 'religious' house. 

Year by year, from November to June, he and two priestly companions conducted 
Missions for the thousands of peasant; on the de Gondis estates: the Fear of God, and 
General Confession were the favourite themes, and the Missions never ceased to 
please. 

In the villages, following a mission, a Confraternity of Charity would be arranged; 
the better-to-do women agreeing to raise help for the sick poor and to minister to 
them with their own hands. So were laid solid bases for the future.  

Galley Convicts 

In these same years, Vincent also "discovered" the galley convicts and plunged 
into a more ardent fulfilling of his promise to God "to give his life in service of the 
poor". The galley-fleet of France, of at least twenty five ships, came under the 
supervision of General de Gondi, Vincent's Nobleman-Lord. De Gondi, however, was no 
sailor and seldom if ever at sea, so that the conditions for the rowers in the galleys, 
who they were and where they came from, were matters sub-delegated to lesser 
officials. 

What prompted Vincent's "discovery" we do not know, but it was through General 
de Gondi that he was able to take some action. He learned that it was from the prisons 
that the galley rowers or 'convicts' came; a sentence "to serve on the galleys" was a 
dreaded sentence in the Parisian underworld of the day. It was the equivalent of 
"being sent for the term of your natural life to Botany Bay" in the London 
underworld of the late 18th century. 

To the prisons of Paris did Vincent go, with de Gondi's sanction. And there he 
encountered the galley convicts, chained to the passageway walls, a bag of straw for a 
bed, a blanket or two, rough clothing, food practically thrown at them; and his heart 
bled. "Of all the miserable sights he had so far encountered, none brought the tears so 
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quickly, nor a greater sense of compassion to the heart, as did the sight of these poor 
condemned men", said Vincent later on, and he added "for there was no further hope 
for them". No convict, he discovered on inquiry, ever survived the galleys! 

What could be done for them? At least to rescue them for a time from the filth of 
these prisons, to clothe them better, to feed them like humans, to minister to them 
spiritually, and make them ready to go to the galleys with some decency. So, with 
monetary help from some ladies of society including Madame de Gondi, Vincent 
obtained a large house in Paris for a hospital and made it secure as a prison. When he 
furnished it and petitioned General de Gondi to have the authorities transfer the 
groups of convicts destined for the galleys to his care at this new institution; the 
permission was given. 

Vincent himself, Father Antoine Portail and another priest took up residence with the 
prisoners and gradually tamed them down for they were very wild. Many were won back 
to religious practice. All were made ready for the hellish galleys. Once the work was well 
begun, the priests took it in turns to reside there. Vincent went on visits to the poor 
beggars at Marseilles, Toulon, Bordeaux, and did many things to help them. It was a 
charity that he cherished as long as he lived. 

At Last His Own Home 

The year 1625, when Vincent was forty-four years of age, became a turning point in his 
life. Already he was known in the brilliant society of Paris, then a city of half a million and 
one of Europe's largest. Through the de Gondis and Monsieur de Berulle (now made a 
Cardinal of holy Church), he had entrance to many important places. It could still happen 
that some elegant nobleman would look down his nose at 'this peasant' who was clothed 
so poorly, but the occasions were growing fewer. For a long time Vincent was careful to 
stay in his own rank of society. 

Now Madame de Gondi made good an earlier verbal promise which was to change 
Vincent's life: she presented him with a Students' Hostel, a large place needing some 
repairs, and usually called College des Bons Enfants. The purpose of the gift was to provide 
a home for a group of secular priests dedicated to preaching Missions to the poor in 
country areas. On April 17th, 1625, the deeds of this gift were finalised, and written in to 
them was Vincent's promise "to form an association of six secular priests devoted to the 
salvation of poor country people". Forty-five thousand livres were added to the gift by 
Madame de Gondi to provide a living for the six priests. 

So was laid the solid foundation for his famous Congregation of the Missions; this 
was his first 'Vincentian' home. Had Madame de Gondi had her own way his entrance into 
the premises would have been delayed, for she stipulated in the terms of the gift that he 
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should still reside with her family. 'Providence', however, rearranged this. Madame went 
to God just two months later in the month of June. Her  husband the General 
abandoned society and joined De Berulle's Oratory, and Vincent was free to go with his 
newly-found brethren. 

Madame de Gondi had certainly repaid Vincent for his marvellous friendship. He, 
in his turn, had practically recreated her character. 

The Company Established 

At first there were two other priests with Vincent at the College, one being 
Antoine Portail his closest helper. "The three of us", said Vincent later on, "used to go 
and give missions, passing from village to village. When we set out we would give the key 
of our house to one of our neighbours or beg him to go and sleep in it at night. I had 
only one sermon myself, and I used to twist and turn it in a thousand ways; it was on 
the fear of God. That is how we proceeded, and yet God was effecting what He had 
foreseen from all eternity. He gave some blessings to our labours and some good 
ecclesiastics, seeing this, joined us." (Woodgate, p. 30). 

On April 24th, 1626, Vincent won the approval of the Archbishop of Paris for the 
foundation of his Company of priests: the first names are his own, then Antoine 
Portail of Aries diocese; Francis du Coudray of Amiens diocese, and Jean de la Salle 
from Amiens diocese. 

When other priests soon followed, his slow and deliberate brain judged that Divine 
Providence wanted him to accept more than the original six, for these new ones were 
also willing to resign benefices and offices for the sake of the neglected poor. So the 
large hostel was soon throbbing with new life. 

It says quite a lot about this man Vincent that priests, good priests, were so willing 
to follow him. The average priest is set to be a leader and he is not a 'joiner' except 
when the one calling for followers is truly exceptional; exceptional in goodness, and 
also in personality; but the magnetism of goodness must come first.  

The Man and His Style 

What kind of a man was Vincent de Paul in 1625 when the main work of his life 
caught up with him? 

The biographers speak of him as a hard-headed man of the country, what the Scots 
would call a "canny man". He was very determined and inflexible when he had made 
a final decision, but they say he was never in any hurry to make one. 
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There was in him a countryman's understanding of how a person could become 
totally involved in family affairs. Early in life, as we saw, his ambition was to do well as a 
priest so as to lift up his family. Now in full priestly maturity he was long free of this 
secular motivation, but he could still be strongly tempted. In 1623, when visiting 
Bordeaux to see and help the galley convicts, he took the chance to revisit his brothers 
and sisters and their families at Pouy. He found them to be still quite poor, even to 
having to depend on alms in poor seasons. He was greatly moved by this: all the old 
urge to bolster them up welled up in him. And when he left the district after only a short 
stay, he says that he needed three months to settle his emotions and to be contented in 
mind to leave them in their poverty with God, for they were good Catholics. 

It is clear, then, that he was emotional and sensitive, which is so good in a man; we 
know that he could also be gloomy and moody, which is not so good. In early life he 
had felt that severity was needed in a priest. Madame de Gondi chided him on the 
point, and he confesses that it was the delightful Francis de Sales who brought home to 
him the error of his thinking. He became quite converted to de Sales' dictum: "Better 
a spoonful of honey than a barrel of vinegar" in human dealings. Parisians of all walks 
of life, and not just his religious 'Daughters' and his 'Mission Priests', found in the 
Vincent of his forties an even-tempered, most pleasant man, as well as a man of tender 
concern and compassion for others. 

As a speaker he was good, never banal, and at his best eloquent: his style was 
simple and homely; he abhorred the over-flowery, oratorical method. 

So, as the man grew closer to God in his mind and heart, and more generous 
towards his fellow men and women, he too became more humane. It is his exceptional 
concern for others it would seem, rather than any personal trait of character that has 
recommended him to posterity. 

Foundation at Saint Lazare, 1632 

The College des Bons Enfants launched the 'organised' apostolate of St. Vincent in 
1625, and as the work grew under his and his assistants' feet it became obvious that even 
larger premises would soon be needed. 

In 1632, and again in a providential way, the 'Vincentians' came into residence in a 
huge establishment called St. Lazarus — Saint Lazare (in French) — and this, once a clear 
title was obtained, was to become the cornerstone of the work of the Saint. St. Lazare, 
formerly a leprosarium, was a property of a hundred acres, and it was within the limits of 
Paris; one of the really choice properties of the capital. It had a large gothic church, 
extensive buildings for residence and hospital, gardens, orchards, stables, cow sheds, even 
a prison . . .  a little city. 
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The 'providential' story of their coming into residence is this: Prior Adrien le Bon of 
the Canons Regular of St. Augustine, the man in charge, made the first move. He 
contacted Vincent to ask if the Canons and the 'Vincentians' might pool resources and 
work together. Vincent answered in the complete negative: he did not want to suggest 
religious vows to his diocesan priests, and St. Lazare was far too pretentious. Behind 
Vincent's back, it seems, the Prior was also talking to the Archbishop who intervened to 
order Vincent to accept the Prior's offer. So a contract was signed dealing with residence 
only, and the Mission Priests moved into a section of the buildings, the Canons keeping 
what they wanted. Vincent relates that "he must have knelt fifty times at the Prior's feet 
to acknowledge our guilt and beg his pardon for displeasing him", and then he adds, "but 
after all was it not right that I should do so? They were our benefactors who fed and 
lodged us . . ." (Purcell, p. 125). 

The transition seemed to be going nicely until the Abbot of the Canons Regular came 
on the scene to charge that the Prior in Paris had acted beyond his authority, and that the 
deal hadto be undone. Now the old Vincent, with an eye to justice, came to the fore 
and a Court case was instituted. The result? The priests of the Mission became 
permanent tenants at St. Lazare but had to provide for the Canons, all eight of them, 
while they lived. It was a real headache for Saint Vincent, but his biographers portray 
him as a man quite astute in business affairs. One item at St. Lazare was much 
cherished by Vincent, and this was an asylum for a few people bereft of their senses; he 
took the greatest care of these. 

St. Lazare was now the home from which he worked; it was to remain the 
mother-house of the Vincentians (or 'Lazarists' as they came to be called) for one 
hundred and fifty years until the time of the French Revolution. Here the Mission Priests 
increased in number; there were nearly five hundred of them before the Saint's death; 
and here they eventually formed themselves into the Congregation of the Missions with 
private religious vows. They won Roman approval in 1633. From St. Lazare they went on 
their missions to the poor country folk of France, and also to the neglected ones on the 
outskirts of the larger cities. Nor was it too long before some other houses were 
accepted, in other parts of France, to accommodate the members. Brothers also joined, 
and made the private religious vows. 

Already in the year 1628 St. Vincent accepted the offer of the Bishop of Beauvais 
to give a lengthy retreat to some young men preparing for ordination to the 
priesthood; these young men had had no seminary training. Now these retreats began 
to multiply, and the venue for them was St. Lazare's. Tuesday clerical Conferences were 
also begun in 1633 at St. Lazare's. The new Company was finding a new, and 
unexpected, work. 
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Formation of the Clergy 

A few words about the condition of bishops and priests in the France of 1600 will 
help to explain the urgent need of the spiritual help that St. Vincent and his priests were 
called upon to give. 

The famous Council of Trent (1545-63) had decreed a thorough reform of clerical 
life and had urged the building of seminaries for the training of priests. But the French 
Church which since 1516 had been governed by a Concordat that allowed the Crown 
to appoint bishops and abbots, was unable to implement these decrees. The Crown did 
not want to accept the restrictions of Trent, and the bishops could do little on their 
own. 

Now as the 17th century began, there arose in France churchmen of the calibre of 
P. de Berulle, M. Condren, A. Bourdoise and Frances de Sales, all thorough reformists, 
but who could succeed only in part. With sadness they viewed the mediocre state of the 
clergy, of whom many were quite poorly instructed, and of course others were public 
scandals. Not a few came from noble families and were clerics only because of family 
tradition, and had no particular inclination for the status; socially they were very 
good, but some did not know how to perform the Liturgy. They were leaders, perhaps, 
in several phases of life in the provinces of France, but of little use for the promotion of 
religion. How was it possible to reform many of these clergy who should never have 
been ordained? 

As with a section of the priests, so too with a percentage of the bishops who held 
the office because of family, or by kingly favour. The son of General de Gondi was an 
example. Trained by Vincent himself, he made no secret of the fact that he did not 
want to be a cleric, yet he was earmarked from birth to be the archbishop of Paris, and 
this he eventually became. What could anybody do with men of no vocation in the 
matter of reform? And surely the answer must be; nothing at all. The only thing would 
be to try to influence the Crown to make worthier appointments. 

St. Vincent's work for the clergy dovetailed with that of de Berulle and the others, 
and particularly with the more successful effort of M. Olier who succeeded in 
founding the great Parisian seminary of Saint Sulpice. A junior seminary started by 
Saint Vincent had a chequered life, but a major seminary, introduced at the College des 
Bons Enfants after St. Lazare was occupied, had a much better result. This major 
seminary was run for 'late vocations' and for priests who lacked basic instruction. It 
was well attended. Actually the Saint did little of the teaching; his 'Vincentian' clergy 
conducted it. 

Vincent's personal work for the reform of the clergy can be summed up in these 
points: (a) He pioneered the giving of preordination retreats to those who had no 
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seminary training: these retreats would last from two weeks to two months or more, 
depending on people and circumstances, (b) He inspired, and regularly presided at, the 
Tuesday Clerical Conferences held at St. Lazare from 1633 onwards. The objective of 
these was to lift clerical morale and help one another towards holiness. It is 
estimated that of the clerics who came in the Saint's lifetime to these Conferences, 
twenty-two were made bishops and forty attained important posts in ecclesiastical 
colleges, (c) When King Louis XIII died in 1643 and Queen Anne took over as Regent, she 
called Vincent to the National Council of Conscience. This was surely a remarkable 
tribute to the man for the Council was the board that appointed Bishops and Abbots. At 
least his clear voice would be heard arguing for the appointment of only the most 
worthy. 

One gorgeous story is told of his work on this Council. A certain cleric was suggested 
to be bishop of a particular See, He was one whose mother was of high nobility, and 
mother was insisting on the appointment. The trouble was that the clerical son was 
forever drunk, and forever unable to perform the Church services. Vincent dug his heels 
in and would, in no way, sanction the choice of this noble-wastrel. Finally the Councillors 
sent Vincent to tell the lady, the Duchesse of Lavardin, of their negative decision. She 
picked up a small stool and hurled it at the Saint. He bled from the face as a result, but 
said to those who consoled him: "How nice it is to find a mother defending her 
offspring so well!" 

Of all the great work for others that Vincent was able to do, he was personally most 
pleased with his help for the reform of the priests, for this as he clearly saw was to 
reform the very Body of Christ. At his death the Vincentians conducted eleven 
seminaries in France. 

The Charities and Help of Women 

A whole area, and probably the most significant area, of the "Charities" of Saint 
Vincent is tied in with the work and collaboration of women. These are the 
Confraternities in the parishes; a special Parisian group called "Ladies of Charity". and 
the work for foundlings (given under a separate heading). Then there is the extensive 
work of Louise de Marillac, St, Vincent's best companion, which brought about the 
great religious Congregation of the Daughters of Charity. We shall deal with these 
matters one by one. 

Confraternities of Charity 

The incident of the helpless family at Chatillon in January 1618 was the immediate 
cause for this Confraternity for women. It was followed by similar groups in the villages 
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of the de Gondi estates. (Vincent also formed Confraternities for men, mainly to help 
poor boys get a start in life, but these were not a great success). 

A Confraternity for women was normally limited to twenty members; the married 
needed a husband's agreement, the single if living at home, the consent of their 
parents. 

The work of the members chiefly concerned the "sick poor", not so much the 
healthy poor. In modern terminology the members might be called "Nurses Aides" for 
that was the kind of work they did. Each group came under the local priest and its own 
lady president with two assistants. In rotation the members had a day on duty; the list 
of sick poor was kept up to date, and the local physician called when necessary. 

On duty day the member went on her visits "as though she was attending her own 
child, or even God Himself who counts her deed as done to Him". She must cook 
substantial meals of meat or chicken with vegetables for both midday and evening, with 
as much bread as required and half a pint of wine. "She was to carry this meal herself to 
the sick person . .  to help him or her wash their hands, say grace for them, pour their 
soup, place the meat on a plate and arrange everything on the tray." It was the work of 
an attendant or nurse, and what to do was clearly prescribed. Vincent was surely a man 
of precision, with an accurate knowledge of human reactions. 

As to the monetary side? In country Confraternities amongst these ordinary 
people, the money was collected by the members at church or through donation and 
legacy; the monies were to be put in charge of a cleric or a reliable layman. The women, 
said Vincent, ought not to be burdened in this matter! The rules, in short, were simple 
but detailed and their accurate fulfilment was demanded and accounted for. Hence it 
was that the Confraternities for the sick poor achieved a real fame in French society. 
Before St. Vincent came to die they were already numbered in their hundreds, and had 
reached beyond his own country. 

One should not exaggerate, however, and leave an impression that the French 
cities and municipalities had little or nothing of this kind before the advent of Saint 
Vincent. The French cities had their hospitals where the poor could be admitted: they 
also had societies of various sorts to help the needy, and there were Orders of religious 
men and women very dedicated to the poor. St. Vincent's special achievement was to 
raise a Confraternity of women within each local parish, under the guidance of the clergy 
and their lay leaders, and with ordinary, average people forming the helping group. The 
sheer "organising" of this was something rather new. 

Ladies of Charity 

Besides nine Confraternities attached to Parisian parishes. Vincent formed a special 
group called "The Ladies of Charity'' for the Hotel-Dieu (the General Hospital). The 
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inspiration for this special group came from Madame Goussault, and with her help 
Vincent succeeded in attracting one hundred and twenty of the real blue-bloods of 
the French Capital to join. The Queen of France and several Princesses were amongst 
this number. 

For this unique group Vincent wrote special rules which differed in certain points 
from those of the Confraternities, The one about "serving our Lords, the poor with 
your own hands" was not put aside, not even for the Queen! Actually the Saint had to 
use much diplomacy to get this group off the ground for the General Hospital was 
already well organised; it had a history of almost a thousand years. There were lay 
governors; there were several chaplains; there were 100-150 Augustinian Sisters doing 
the bulk of the nursing work, and some other laity. So what could be the purpose of a 
special Confraternity for the hospital? 

As Madame Goussault explained, and the Archbishop of Paris confirmed, the 
need was to supplement the chaplains' and the sisters' spiritual work by also 
attending to spiritual need on a one-to-one basis. Twenty to twenty-five thousand 
people passed through the hospital doors in one year; obviously a team of auxiliary 
helpers would find plenty to do that would help the chaplains and the sisters. Being 
amply supplied with the goods of this world, they could also supplement the hospital 
menus by the addition of delicacies, fruit and such things. This, of course, was at their 
own expense. 

In short, the need was proven both to the priests and to the Augustinian Sisters, 
and they came to welcome the attentions of the Parisian grand ladies! St. Vincent 
himself always retained the office of chaplain to the Ladies of Charity and to the special 
patients they presented to him for spiritual care. Certainly it was a highly edifying 
experience for the general public of Paris to see the "Ladies of the land" humbly taking a 
turn in the visiting of the sick poor at the hospital.  

Louise de Marillac: Daughters of Charity 

It was in this setting of parish Confraternities, and the Ladies of Charity, that 
Louise de Marillac entered the ambit of our Saint. Because of the enormous work she 
was to do at his side, and because of the excellent rapport that grew up between these 
two saints, it is necessary to give some detail of her story. 

Louise de Marillac belonged to a very high-born family. Two of her uncles were 
top men in the kingdom, one as Keeper of the Royal Seals and Finance Minister, the 
other as a Marechal of the French Army. The Marechal Louis de Marillac, when at 
the height of his power, was foully tried by Prime Minister Cardinal Richelieu on a 
trumped up charge of conspiracy and beheaded in a public square in the city. This was 
in May 1632: de Marillac died most nobly; he was an exemplary Catholic. 
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Louise was born in the same year as Vincent, 1591. She was married by family wish 
rather than her own to Antoine le Grass when twenty-three years of age, and bore him 
one son. Antoine was a secretary to Queen Marie de Medici, but since he was in rank 
but a squire, Louise was not "Madame" but "Mademoiselle". (An old custom long 
abandoned). 

Antoine died in 1625, and Louise, who had been involving herself in charitable help 
for some time, now moved from the fashionable part of Paris to the ordinary section 
wherein was found Saint Lazare. Then she made it her business to meet Father 
Vincent de Paul. He was glad to direct her soul: a woman of wide education, of high 
spiritual ideals, who needed but to mature in temperament and in tenacity. She was a 
member of the Confraternity of Charity in the local parish of St. Saviour. 

Now four years went by. The slow-moving Vincent was testing this fine woman who 
continued to beg him to widen the scope of her apostolic commitment. Finally he did so 
in 1629. He sent her on a tour of inspection and advice to the nine Confraternities of 
Paris, and then out to the multitude of country groups: the most famous in later years 
were those of Joigny, Chalons, Macon, Trevaux. It took her many months to complete 
this task. She won his acclaim for her efforts. 

Then occurred some more of those 'providential events' that slowly but surely led 
Vincent to agree to widen his scope, and hers. It became known to him and to Louise 
that a number of the high-born ladies were not keeping up to the home visiting of the 
sick. Unused as they were to the squalor and the stench, they would compromise by 
sending their servant girls to take their place. But these latter were often quite 
unsatisfactory. So what was to be done? 

'Providence' brought the answer. A country girl named Marguerite Naseau 
approached Vincent on his country Mission and offered her help. "I would love to serve 
God in the poor, and I do not wish to marry. The fine ladies of Paris must find it very 
hard to serve the poor of Paris for they are only used to being served. I could easily do 
the nursing and the helping". 

Soon Louise's house was home for four country girls volunteer helpers, ready to 
dedicate their lives to the care of God's poor. Then there was a larger group and a 
special house had to be found. Louise taught them to cook, to sew, to nurse: to several 
she had also to teach reading. And this was how the famous Congregation of the 
Daughters of Charity began "Entirely by God", as Vincent used to say to them, "we had 
nothing to do with it". St. Vincent came to devote some hours each week to the 
instruction of these fine young women whose numbers grew steadily. He continued to do 
this for over twenty years. 
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St. Vincent's description of these new "nuns" who were to work and live amongst 
the poor people day by day — a thing never allowed in the Church before — is quite 
famous: 

"This is a Community which has no monastery except the houses of the sick, who 
have no cells, only a lodging or the poorest room, whose chapel is the parish church and 
who have the streets for cloisters. They are enclosed only by obedience, they make the 
fear of God their grille, and they have no veil but their own modesty". (Cf. Woodgate, 
p. 55)  

Foundlings, 1637 

A special word must be given on St. Vincent's work for foundlings and orphans. 
Artistic representations of the Saint often portray him with a foundling in his arms and a 
waif at his side. For this work, and his marvellous compassion towards the galley slaves, 
was he best known to his French people. Even Voltaire, the arch-enemy of the Church, 
is said to have exclaimed when he heard of Vincent's canonisation in 1737: "Vincent de 
Paul! Now there's the saint for me!" 

As with all special phases of Vincent's apostolate, so also was the work for 
foundlings an act of 'providence'. It stemmed from his encountering a man on a dark 
street in Paris in the act of mutilating a baby to prepare it for begging! Vincent 
intervened, took the child and carried it to the small public Institution known as La 
Couche (Lying-in). Here three women were employed by the city to receive and care 
for the foundlings; on an average they received three hundred a year. What Vincent saw 
that evening at La Couche displeased him very much and he resolved to do something 
for the strays. 

The problem, of course, was an old one and found, in proportion, in most places in 
France. Landlords had the duty to provide for waifs picked up in their territories, and 
they did so. Paris had La Couche. Now Vincent made it his business to enquire into the 
results coming from this place and he was more displeased than before; he discovered 
that few if any of the babies ever survived their early handling. And what was worse, 
nobody seemed to care. "Scabby brats, spawned by the lower elements of society", it 
was probably better if they do not survive! 

Much discussion now ensued with the Ladies of Charity first, and then with Louise 
de Marillac. This is no easy one to solve, they all told him, for foster nurses must be 
found and they must be paid for each baby. (Artificial feeding with cows' or goats' milk 
was never resorted to at that time). A beginning was made with twelve babies that were 
attended by Louise and her 'postulants', and farmed by day to the foster nurses: 
Vincent was constantly at the new home getting to know the babies one by one. 
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For this "experiment", in addition to the cost of the house, 5000 livres a year were 
needed; so what would be the cost oi 300 foundlings per year! King Louis XIII gave an 
annual gram of 3000 livres; the Ladies of Charity raised the rest of the 5000, The two 
years of 'experiment' over, Vincent persuaded the Ladies and Louise to take over the 
whole care and La Couche faded away. It was, as they soon discovered, a daunting 
responsibility. To find 40,000 livres a year, this seemed to be beyond voluntary 
organisations, and on two or three occasions the Ladies were in 'revolt'. Each time 
Vincent stood before them and made his appeal. Here he is in 1647 speaking to a 
general meeting: 

"Compassion and charity have prompted you to adopt these little creatures as your 
children; you have been their mothers according to grace, since their mothers 
according to nature have abandoned them. See now if you, too, wish to abandon them. 
Cease to be their mothers, and you become at present their judges; their life and their 
lot is in your hands; I go to take the votes and the suffrages; it is time to pronounce 
their sentence and to know if you are no longer willing to have mercy of them. They 
will live if you continue to take charitable care of them; on the contrary, they will infallibly 
perish if you abandon them; experience does not permit us to doubt it". (C. Emanuel, 
The Charities of St. Vincent de Paul, p. 206) 

On this occasion, as on others when confronted with the burning words of the 
Saint, the work for the foundlings was saved. Already, explained Vincent, you have 
saved 500 of them: they have grown, been educated, and a few are now awaiting 
apprenticeships. 

In 1649 the Ladies of Charity bought a permanent home for the waifs; it had been 
called "The Thirteen Houses", and here the work proceeded peacefully and successfully 
until this institution was made part of the General Hospital by a royal edict in 1670. 

How many abandoned babies were saved by the effort of St. Vincent? From 1640-49, 
three thousand and forty three were taken over; from 1650-59, three thousand six 
hundred and eighty three. Of these about a third died in infancy.  

"St Vincent", says C. Emanuel OFM in an excellent study of St. Vincent and His 
Charities, p. 218, "has merited well of posterity for his labours on behalf of the foundlings. 
His merit consists, not in inaugurating the care of these children, nor in inventing new 
methods of care, but in introducing the charity of the gospel, personal love, and 
religious valuations into the work at Paris, where the satisfying of a legal obligation had 
formerly been the principal, or only motive". 
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A Man of Many Parts 

Biographers select the Charities, and the foundation of the two religious 
Congregations, one for men, the other for women, as the principal achievements of 
Saint Vincent de Paul, and no doubt they are right. 

In the Pans of the 17th century, he came to be identified with a host of other 
ventures. Thus he was the Spiritual Director of four convents of Visitation Nuns 
instituted at Paris by St. Jane Frances de Chantal, and this for forty years! He could not 
refuse a request that came from his most gracious friend, St. Francis de Sales. The care 
of these convents was no sinecure; sometimes Vincent called it "my biggest cross". 

He was closely associated with the French leaders of Jansenism, De Hauranne who 
was nicknamed St. Cyran and Mother Angelique of Port-Royal monastery. And he liked 
them for their efforts to reform the Church. He had, of course, to break with them later 
on; he did so as gently as he could, but most firmly. And he did not fail to visit Mother 
Angelique as long as she lived. 

A campaign for the Ransom of Slaves held by the Barbary Pirates, begun by King 
Louis XIII, obtained his and the Vincentians' eager support. They raised over one million 
livres in fifteen years, and ransomed 1200 slaves. 

And for many years, he and the Vincentians were leaders in arranging Parisian relief 
for the victims of France's continual wars. St. Lazare became known as the great depot 
for all manner of supplies to be sent to the poor country people: the French Provinces 
of Champagne and Picardy benefited enormously. 

So can one go on and on with the deeds of this remarkable and most energetic 
man: this Gascon peasant who became a true Parisian by adoption. When he passed his 
fiftieth year his legs became a problem and he was forever on a white horse going from 
place to place. Then when he reached seventy, the Duchess of Aiguillon (niece of 
Richelieu and dear friend of Vincent) provided a carriage to transport him wherever he 
would go. "My shame", he called it.  

Almost to his eightieth and last year, his life remained busy. As long as he could get 
there, he gave talks or 'discussions' to his favourites, the Daughters of Charity; he 
continued to have part in retreats for ordinands and in the Conferences for the clergy; 
he would not easily miss the meetings of the committees for the various Charities. 
He was a regular caller at the Foundling Home and at the home for forty old folks that 
he had founded. 

Then there was correspondence; he was always a good letter-writer. Thousands of 
his letters remain extant. Truly an 'activist' saint in the better meaning of that word. 
Vincent was undoubtedly a mystic, but we appear to have no knowledge of that facet of 
his holiness. He kept it severely to himself. 
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The Congregations 

Within his lifetime his priests and brothers acquired 23 houses in France, and 
spread to several other countries. Five hundred and fifty country Missions had been 
given between 1632-60. By 1660 the Congregation had grown to five hundred members. 
It was in 1655, after much hesitation and pondering of the pros and cons, that the 
members of the Company agreed to form themselves into the Congregation of the 
Missions and to make profession of the three religious vows. Vincent was highly pleased 
about this and about the 'democratic' way in which it was done. (Vincentian vows are 
simple and private, but privileged, and may be dispensed only by the Pope and the 
Superior General). 

The Daughters of Charity were also gradually formed into a religious congregation. 
First, Louise de Marillac won his consent that she might take the three vows; this was 
in 1635, Then eight years later four of the 'country girls' made their vows, and the 
Congregation could be said to be under way, When Louise, and then Vincent, came to 
die in the same year 1660, the Daughters held over a hundred houses: an 
astonishing development. They were destined to become the Church's largest religious 
congregation of women, and to this day they remain linked to the Vincentians. 

The Saint's Death 

It was all very simple and very ordinary. By September 1660, he being 80 years of 
age, Vincent knew he was dying. He could not celebrate Mass, his legs were useless. Ill and 
feeble as he was, and suffering from strong remedies such as bloodletting, he still 
wished to be carried to the chapel by chair to hear the Mass and to receive Holy 
Communion. In his last days he became extremely drowsy and could hardly be 
awakened; in this comatose state he received the Sacraments for the last time. He was 
dying "slowly and well" they said. The end came on September 27th, 1660. 

As an epilogue to the life of this great man, we select two points: first, how he kept 
his pledge to the poor; second, how he lived under the "Providence of God." 

How he kept his pledge. J. Delarue, C. M., The Holiness of St. Vincent, p. 34 writes: 
"Vincent, the grievous test of his faith at an end (early in life), had found peace by pledging 
himself to devote his life to the service of the poor. He had kept his word; the sick and the 
insane, orphans and old people, beggars and the starving, prisoners and galley slaves, 
and, first and foremost, poor sinful men and women who did not know what great love 
God had for them — there was no wretchedness of his age which he did not try to 
alleviate". 
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How he lived under "Providence" 

 Answering one of his younger priests who chafed at his slowness in decision, he 
wrote: "Reviewing all the principal things that have been done in this Company, it seems 
to me (and it is easily demonstrated) that, had they been done before they were, they 
would not have been done so well. I say this without excepting a single one. That is why 
I have a special devotion to follow, step by step, the adorable providence of God; and 
the sole consolation I have is that it seems to me it is our Lord alone who has done, and 
continues to do, the things of this little Company". (Letter of Dec. 7, 1641). 

Vincent de Paul was canonised in 1737 and named universal patron of Catholic 
charities by Pope Leo XIII in 1885. His feast day is September 27th. 

Appendix: The Society of St. Vincent de Paul 

The Society of St. Vincent de Paul is a lay Catholic organisation that was named in 
honour of the Saint. It was founded in Paris in April 1833 by Frederick Ozanam, a 
Catholic university student just 20 years of age. Frederick Ozanam inspired M. Bailly, a 
Catholic publisher, and five fellow students to band together to form this Society. 
The group was determined to give a witness to the gospel of Our Lord and His love and 
compassion for the poor, and to let this witness shine before the Sorbonne University 
that had gone away from its Christian foundations. 

In six years the new Society enrolled six hundred members, the bulk of whom were 
students. The main objective of the Society, and the reason why the famous St. 
Vincent was chosen as patron, was that it bring help to the poor: help in the form of 
comfort and advice, in assisting the individual person to live a better life, and in the 
giving of alms. 

Although it started in the shadow of the University, the Society almost 
immediately became parish-based; the groups were called 'Conferences'. Later on, 
when expansion came, Councils were instituted to control central affairs.  

By 1850 the Society had hundreds of Conferences in French parishes, and had 
already spread to England, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, United States, Canada, 
Mexico. And before Frederick Ozanam died prematurely in 1853 at the age of forty 
years, the Society was also in Italy.  

The first Australian Conference was started in Melbourne in 1854. 
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